Chromosome analyses and anchorage-independent growth of SV40-induced morphologically transformed epithelial cells from amniotic fluids.
Epithelial cells from amniotic fluid cell cultures are morphologically transformed by simian virus 40, 20 to 30 d after infection. The cells of the transformed colonies are highly basophilic, have a high nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, and show a dense growth pattern. The cells are virus producers, and ultimately, after continuous passage, the cell lines reach a crisis situation with no growth. Twelve morphologically transformed cell colonies were isolated from five different individuals for chromosome analyses after approximately 18 population doublings (second bottle passage). For all cell lines diploid cells were observed. Banding of the chromosomes revealed normal morphology of euchromatic and heterochromatic regions. The suggestion is made that chromosome alteration is not necessary, nor a prerequisite, for the morphologically transformed phenotype to be expressed and that the transformation process per se causes chromosomal instability. Tests for colony formation of the 12 cell lines in semisolid medium showed that different transformed colony isolates from the same individual donor of the cells either formed or did not form colonies in agar. The size of the colonies was also consistent within individuals as compared to between individuals. These limited results are suggestive of a dependence upon the genetic constitution of the individual donor of the cells for colony formation in soft agar.